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Abstract: In this paper we take up the Borel exponential means
to study the degree of approximation of an f ∈ Lip(a, p) under
Lp -norm. Two theorems are given that improve upon some earlier
results due to Holland, Mohapatra and Sahney [4]. One of our
theorems provides the Jakson order estimate of the function.
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Abstract: A social network is viewed as a directed network N
which consists of a finite set V of vertices, a set E of ordered pairs
of distinct vertices called arcs each of which is associated with an
n-tuple (a1 , a2 , a3 , · · · , an ) of nonzero real numbers, called its descriptor, where, for each i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, ai denotes the intensity
of a positive or a negative sentiment expressed by the individual
u to an individual v in the corresponding dyad {u, v} influenced
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by the issue Xi of common concern. N is balanced (respectively,
cycle-balanced) if the componentwise product of the n-tuples associated with the arcs in every semicycle (cycle) in N has all positive
component values. This is the most recent form of the original definition of balance and cycle-balance given by Frank Harary way
back in 1953 [28] following Frietz Heider’s seminal exposition of the
phenomenon of cognitive balance in a triad (a social system consisting of three human individuals) in 1946 [35]. While the authors
of [7] brought to light the point that the concept of balance is anticipated by Gustav Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law (KVL) [43], Harary
had asked this author whether such a connection of the balance
principle could be linked to Leonard Euler’s original notion of a
connected ‘even degree graph’, or the famously called ‘Eulerian
graph’. The main objective of this paper is to exhibit existence of
such a link via certain labeling schemes on graphs, digraphs and
signed digraphs, which are not necessarily finite. Besides other
results, a delightful gain in this effort has been a new extension of
the notion of graceful graphs to the class of digraphs.
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